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As the summer relaxes into Autumn, focus shifts away from beaches, sun,
holidays and everybody, with a sigh of regret, goes back to work. At Silver

Screen, Malcolm has had a busy summer travelling to California with his family
and making another trip to a city that is fast becoming his favourite – Shanghai.

In this issue he reflects on – and shares with you - what it means to be a
successful real estate investor and reviews some of the books that made his

summer interesting as well as delicious.
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The 10 Habits of a Successful Real Estate Investor

When I first became interested in buying real estate I met many people who
wistfully said how much they would like to own property, but somehow never
did. I realized early in my investment career that technical knowledge of the
investment market alone does not make a successful investor. Learning
entrepreneurial skills and lifelong habits does. When I looked closely at top real
estate investors like Donald Trump and Sam Zell I saw that they were all
entrepreneurs, and they all had developed good habits. They treated investing
like a business, and it made all the difference between being a leader and
being part of the herd.
 
When I decided to make the switch to full-time real estate investment I put my
skills and experience as a property investor, together with my experience in the
financial worlds of film, television and the personal wealth industries with what I
had discovered about other successful investors, and I developed a system
that embraces an entrepreneurial style to become successful. I called it The
Real Estate Peace of Mind Solution, and it is based on cultivating 10 habits
that if follow. This method saves other investors time and effort, helps them
make more money, and encourages them to achieve their full potential as real
estate investors.
 
Treating real estate investment as a business rather than a hobby will ensure
that you make a success of investing in real estate, especially in the face of
these uncertain times. Here are my ten simple habits, which, if you start to
practice them, will make you a savvier investor and help you reach your goals. 
 
1. INVEST IN REAL ESTATE FOR THE RIGHT REASON
Make a list of your reasons for entering the real estate investing business. If



your main reason is to make a quick buck, you may as well go to the local
casino, buy a lottery ticket, or look into the get rich quick schemes you find on
the Internet. Many people are attracted to buying property because it promises
more money for less work, resulting in an independent lifestyle. And it can, but
not without dedication and hard work. It also helps if you have a passion and a
love for real estate and strongly believe that your heart and mind are in the
right place to do it.
 
2. COMPLETE AN INVESTOR’S BUSINESS PLAN
For many people, investing in real estate is a hobby, while for others it’s a
business. Where do you fit in? If it’s a hobby, then treat it as such. But if you
want to make some serious money, you have to treat it like a business – even
if it is a part time business. As most people know, there are many aspects to
building a business. All entrepreneurs can attest to that. You’ll need to write a
real estate business plan, which will be your blueprint for success. Take that
step toward making real estate investing your part time or full time business.
 
3. COMMIT TO YOUR EDUCATION WITH AN INVESTING COACH
How do successful performers continue learning in any endeavour? They have
a coach and they build their skills by studying, learning and practicing. Most
expert performers engage mentors at various points in their careers to help
them learn and grow. If you don’t think you need a mentor, you’ll need to define
structures to keep you accountable and on track.  Sometimes it’s just easier to
find a coach because it’s often easy to get locked into your own head and your
own ideas.
 
4. BUILD A TEAM
Real estate investors are inherent risk takers, entrepreneurs and visionaries.
Their focus is on the transaction and securing the property. So it’s important to
have the right people at your side to deal with legal contracts, arranging
financing, zoning, estimates for renovation, appraising the property,
inspections, reviewing rental rates, finding future tenants, neighbourhood
growth and other due diligence. There is nothing simple about real estate - and
the business gets more complex every day.
 
5. UNDERSTAND CYCLES AND BE PATIENT
Real estate has always been a cyclical investment. No one can change that.
Because you cannot accurately predict when the market will rise and fall, it is
important to recognize the signs of change and be ready to act at all times. For
those with a cast iron stomach the best way to deal with cycles is to be a
contrarian. Ask Warren Buffett. Stockpile capital when possible so that you can
move quickly when opportunities arise and invest contra cyclically when
necessary, and be ready to act quickly when cycles begin to change.
 
6. LEARN THE SECRETS OF SUCCESSFUL INVESTORS
If you study successful real estate moguls, you will see that they have
ambition, determination, patience and a positive attitude. They usually hang in
there - more determined than ever - when others throw in the towel. They learn
from their mistakes, applying those lessons to succeed the next time around. 
Successful investors thrive on independence. They are take-charge people
who can come up with creative and intelligent solutions to problems. Real



estate investing needs a lot of stamina - and successful investors have that in
spades. And they never doubt they are worthy of success.
 
7. CHOOSE A NICHE AND DEFINE YOUR GOALS
Any decision to buy real estate must be in line with your overall intentions and
operating strategy. The best and easiest way to stay aligned is to specialize in
one specific area. Real estate offers such a wide variety of options - buy and
flip short term, buy renovate and hold, buy stores/ houses/apartments/industrial
space/raw land, etc. Make sure to choose a niche you are comfortable with
and then stay focused and very involved in all steps of the process. Have clear
written goals in mind and know what it will realistically take to achieve it.
 
8. USE OTHER PEOPLE’S MONEY
No matter what type of real estate you buy, the deals are often highly
leveraged. One reason is that financial institutions are more than willing to lend
for such investments. However, loans can be risky, especially for investment
properties. Consequently one of the best ways to reduce the risk of carrying
debt is to bring on additional partners. Never forget that there are a limitless
number of fund raising options available to real estate investors. Try to raise
money before you need it so you have a pool to draw on when you need to act
right away on opportunities that others can’t take advantage of.
 
9. MAKE A GOOD DEAL
Finding the right property in the right location and lining up good lenders and
partners is difficult enough when buying, but can pale into insignificance when
trying to negotiate a good deal. Patience is a virtue you’ll need when pursuing
what you want. However, knowledge, research, due diligence, planning and
flexibility are equally important. Don’t fall in love with a property or appear
desperate. Work out the numbers and line up the finance in advance. Stay
focused on your goal but remain flexible. Be willing to take chances, have a
thick skin so you don’t take it personally and always accept responsibility for
making deals happen.
 
10. MEASURE YOUR PERFORMANCE
When acquiring existing buildings or rentals, astute investors look for
properties that provide solid current cash flow. This should be a key factor in
determining whether you buy or sell a property. Industry wide declines in cash
flow are usually a signal of troubled times ahead. However, factors other than
cash flow can be equally important. Consider bringing in stronger management
or knowledgeable partners to help create better numbers.
 
It takes 21 days to establish a habit. I use these habits, so I know they work.
I’m confident that if you apply them, you will begin to save time and effort, buy
more property, and be well on your way to achieving your full potential as a
real estate investor.



Shanghai Redux

In June I was lucky enough to have to return to Shanghai to accompany my wife,
Jody Samuels, who was coaching 500 young investors in the art of trading stocks.
While she was teaching, I was out exploring new developments in real estate. I saw
a gorgeous waterfront development - the Huashan North Bund project - at an
amazing location right on the Huangpu River on the historic Bund. The development
faces the science fiction-like skyline of Pudong, the startling new business district.
 
Just north of the Shanghai Bund, which is now one of the great streets of the world,
a once busy commercial dock has been transformed into a modern 2.8 million
square foot mixed-use development. It is centered around a marina with eight office
buildings in a delightful green, open setting complete with an underground shopping
street. The Huashan North Bund project is developed on 2,000 feet of river frontage
as part of a larger development north from Shanghai’s new international cruise
terminal.
 
Originally, the new development was intended for commercial maritime use only, and



never accessible to the public, so it has become Shanghai’s next trendy place and a
major attraction for reuniting the citizens with their waterfront. The new development
has dizzying views of Pudong, a variety of interesting-looking office buildings and
great green spaces for shoppers and workers alike to relax, eat lunch and hang out.
 
The new cruise terminal, which welcomes a growing number of luxury cruise liners
from all over the world, has a very modern, bright façade featuring an extravagant
design of three brightly coloured, egg shaped, suspended sections of the building -
definitely not boring or traditional! Unusual for a Shanghai development, the
buildings are on a human scale and do not overwhelm with their height. They feel
much more European.
 
The marina is the major focal point for Shanghai, and a way to create an attraction
as well as a unique marketing brand. It is also an important element in the
sustainability of the project, assisting with air conditioning and collecting storm water.
Clearly having learned a lot from London’s Canary Wharf, a key aspect of the
development is a good transit system for getting people to work, and to allow easy
public access to the site. There are four metro lines running close by, and two metro
station exits link to the underground retail stores.
 
A major part of the development is below ground. There are several tiers of parking
and an underground retail concourse, and each building contains conference and
dining spaces with access to the shops.
 
Looking around it is obvious that this is a high quality construction, which is not
always the case in Shanghai. Innovative design has separated the office buildings
and moved them above ground while burying the retail component as a concourse
below grade, This has allowed the developer to free up the exterior ground level to
become the public domain giving clear movement around the site and to the marina
and riverfront. This is a spectacular development which gives tenants and visitors
unique skyline views and access to the waterfront. A major win all around.
 



Jody Samuels getting ready to teach her workshop in Shanghai. See below for a
review of her new book and details on how to buy it.

New Investors wanted!
We love working with our investors and entrepreneurs!

If you know of people who might like to invest in Toronto commercial real estate with
us to create capital gains, please call Malcolm at the office: 416 488 3393 

Live Raw Food Market, located inside Malcolm's Atlantic Avenue property is
expanding its hours due to public demand! As of September 21st you can enjoy their
delicious take-out food or eat in until from 10:00 AM - 9:00 PM seven days a week! 

Book Reviews
Mallmann on Fire: 100 Recipes by Francis Mallman –
Artisan, 320 Pages.
I reviewed Francis Mallmann's earlier book, Seven Fires,



by cooking my way through it. Except, obviously, some of
the more ambitious recipes - like roasting an entire cow
over a roaring bonfire. Francis Mallmann is the reigning star
of food television in the Spanish-speaking world, and the
most famous and popular chef in South America. He has
three restaurants: one in Mendoza, Argentina’s wine
country; another in the La Boca neighborhood of Buenos
Aires; and the third in the picturesque village of Garzón,
Uruguay.
 
Mallman on Fire is Mallman’s second book. The passionate
master of the Argentine grill takes us grilling in magical
places―in winter’s snow, on mountaintops, on the beach,
on the crowded streets of Manhattan, on a deserted island
in Patagonia, in Paris, Brooklyn and Bolinas. His rustic and
unfussy approach to live-fire cooking – cooking with a fire
you’ve built yourself from wood or charcoal - shows that
grilling can be sophisticated and gourmet, and I've fallen in
love, as he has, with the bittersweet, rich flavors of food
charred over live fire. The dishes and flavors are less
traditional Argentinian, and his travels with his portable
grilling setup seem to have translated into a more practical
approach to cooking over fire. The layout and design of the
book is very pretty. The photography throughout is beautiful
and inspiring, and it's a gorgeous book - especially the
cover.
 

The Traders’ Pendulum: Ten Habits of Highly
Successful Traders by Jody Samuels - Wiley Trading,
312 Pages.
Full disclosure - Jody is my wife. For years Jody has been
working away in her front room office. I always wondered
what she was up to. This book finally made clear to me
what she does, what foreign exchange trading and stock
day trading is all about, what an expert Jody is and how
well-respected she is in the business. Jody has written in
an enjoyable, clear way a book that will be an excellent
guide for the novice trader and perhaps have tips for the
experienced one as well. It takes all the mystery out of the
trading game and sets out the essential habits necessary
for success. This is an area that is far removed from real
estate investing but if the trading world tempts you, then
this book is a great way to kick off your successful trading
experience. Get your copy here.

 

A Country of Cities: A Manifesto for an Urban America
by Vishaan Chakrabarti – Metropolis Books, 252 Pages.

http://www.wiley.com/buy/9781118995570


A Country of Cities is a very thoughtful and highly
researched book. The author is a partner at SHoP
Architects, where he works on such projects as the Atlantic
Yards development in Brooklyn. He lays out the compelling
argument that the old American dream model of sprawling
suburbs is now obsolete and that Americans should be
pushing for denser urban development. Counter to what
you might imagine, American cities today are growing
faster than their suburban counterparts for the first time
since the 1920s. If we can intelligently increase the density
of our cities as they grow and build the transit systems,
schools, parks and other infrastructure to support them,
Chakrabarti shows us how both job opportunities and an
improved, sustainable environment are truly within our
means.
 
Chakrabarti shows ways to fund his vision. He states
clearly the wonderful advantages of the urban-oriented
lifestyle compared to the suburban environment of today.
The book is beautifully illustrated and printed, as befits a
smart architecture firm, with elegant diagrams simplifying
the statistics used.
 
I highly recommend this book to anyone with a passion for
city life, architecture, practical economics and looking for a
fresh view on the national landscape.



Abandoning the flat canvas of buildings, some street artists take to the stairs, transforming
them into magnificent works of urban art - here's one of our favourites in Valparaiso, Chile.
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